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The 2005 - 2006 Pharmacy Cricket season concluded with two
outstanding initiatives bringing the season to a close. The first
‘Cricket Carnival’ was held around Australia Day at Camden
NSW. The second, was the match Sydney vs Newcastle played
at the ground of Shore School, Northbridge in Sydney.
The ‘Carnival’ held for the first time, brought pharmacy teams
from Queensland, Victoria and NSW to play over three days,
These matches concluded with an excellent ‘End of Carnival
Dinner’ at the Camden Valley Inn. The ‘Guests of Honour’ at
the dinner were past Australian Test cricketers Brian Booth
and Peter Philpott.
The Carnival produced a win and a trophy for each State.
NSW were the winners of a very close match against
Queensland on Friday 27th January and retained the
‘Pharmacy Guild Travel Shield’. This match saw an
outstanding performance by Queensland pharmacist Jason
Roberts with an innings of 54 not out and 2 for 38. This
combined with his effort against Victoria the previous day,
earned him the ‘Player of the Carnival’ award.
Thursday 26th was Australia Day, although it turned out to be
Queensland’s day, as they had an outstanding win against the
Victorians. This match was transferred to an all weather pitch
as rain had made the wicket at the Camden Park ground
unplayable. It could have been the early flight from Melbourne
or perhaps some other reason as the Queensland fellows
headed by pharmacy students Chris Zischke and Peter Jones
demolished the Victorians, they being all out for 70, chasing
the Queensland innings of 5 for 189. Queensland for this first
time match, hold the ‘Pharmacy Cricket Cup’.
The Saturday match NSW against Victoria saw these two
rivals for the ‘Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield’ do
battle at the Camden Park Estate ground. Victorian captain
Steve White, Geoff Crisp and Jeff Gallagher each with 3
wickets had NSW all out for 148. Victoria in reply scored 149
for the loss of 4 wickets. Jeff Facey with 47 was ‘Man of the
Match’ An easy victory for the lads from south of the boarder
and they retained ‘The Shield’.
The Camden Valley, within the historic Macarthur Onslow
estate, set amongst the gum trees, was a most pleasant
environment for the games. The ‘Match Trophies’, ‘Man of the
Match’ and ‘Player of the Carnival’ awards were presented at
the dinner on the Saturday evening. The games and the dinner
are reported in more detail on later pages.
Earlier in the season saw the presentation of two Pharmacy
Cricket Scholarships, each valued at $2500, produce
outstanding applications from the pharmacy students of NSW,
Queensland and Victoria. The winners, one from Wagga
Wagga NSW, the other from Queensland, were two young
pharmacy students both female, Kellie Stevenson (NSW). and
Christine Donaldson (QLD) We were delighted to provide
these scholarships to these two wonderful young pharmacists.
The scholarships are provided in accordance with our mission
statement, and the funds were in excess of out immediate

needs and result from sound budgeting and good stewardship.
(Photos on later pages)
Pharmacy Cricket has an excellent display cabinet in which the
various trophies are featured together with photos, cricket caps
and match results. This is located in the offices of the NSW
Branch of the Pharmacy Guild of Australia. During the season
we saw the unveiling and flying of the ‘Pharmacy Cricket
Flag’. This had its first airing at Wagga and has been hoisted to
the masthead at each subsequent match, and also used as a team
adornment at post match celebrations, especially at Camden.
I would be remiss if I did not record our appreciation of the
support of our sponsors, with special mention of Pfizer
Consumer Health Care and Graham Perl. They with
Alphapharm , PDL, GSK, GI&FS, Sigma, The Pharmacy
Guild, Roche & Kodak together with AACP, API, NAB,
Guild Travel, PCA Nu Systems, Blooms, MSD, Gold Cross
and Bendigo Bank provide the financial support that
underpins this magnificent activity of ‘Pharmacy Cricket’.
Without their involvement, the bringing together of the
pharmacists of all ages and the pharmacy students from the
various areas of each State of this wonderful country would
simply not be possible. This activity of cricket allows new
contacts and friendships to be made and has produced a new
and different forum bringing together members of the
profession who otherwise may never have met. This applies
especially to the students and younger pharmacists.
My committee must also be thanked for their continued
support, always ready to carry out a task. Working as a team
and displaying never ceasing enthusiasm. I must make special
mention of Treasurer Paul Mahoney, Secretary Peter O’Reilly
and cricket authority Graham Reed. David Sidgreaves as the
regular team captain, did a great job leading the lads.
The support and encouragement provided by the NSW Branch of
the Pharmacy Guild of Australia should not go without recording
a most sincere expression of gratitude. The support and assistance
provided, especially by the boys ‘down stairs’ and members of the
secretarial staff, has enabled our activity to function in a most
productive and efficient manner. To Ian Campbell, Branch
Director, and the team at St Leonards a big ‘Thank You’.
The regular other games, Blues vs Golds and City vs Country
were played and are reported on later pages as are all the
seasons activities. It is also worth visiting the web site at
www.pharmacycricket.com.au for reports, results and photos.
I should report that the fellows from Queensland have
indicated they, as the ‘Theoretical’ winners of the ‘Carnival’,
have claimed the right to host the next Pharmacy Cricket
Carnival in their State around Australia day 2007.
Additionally, the Tasmanians have asked how do we get
involved? So the challenge is out for the lads from the ‘Apple
Isle’ to get a team ready to join as the fourth State in this
Pharmacy Cricket activity.
Greg Hodgson

PHARMACY CRICKET
BLUES vs GOLDS
ST PAULS OVAL
SUNDAY 9th OCTOBER 2005
Golds 6 for 222
Man of the Match Ben Brndusic 50 retired
David Sidgreaves 43
Jason Luu 2 for 6 off 5 overs

Blues 9 for 151
Jason Luu 44 & James Douglas 24
Christian Hanna 3 for 9 off 6 overs
Tony Herro 2 for 7 off 4 overs
Winning the toss Gold’s captain David Sidgreaves decided to bat. Ben Brndusic & Simon Bell
opened for the Golds with a partnership of 92 when Brndusic retired on 50 not out. Then followed
a batting collapse with the score moving to 5 for 116. David Sidgreaves and Philip Doueihi with
an outstanding partnership put on over 100 runs for the 6th wicket. The Golds finished with 6 for
222 in their 50 overs, Jason Luu had the bowling figures for the Blues with 2 for 6 off 5 overs.
The Blues opened their innings after lunch and with the score on 21 lost their first wicket. Wickets
continued to fall at regular intervals, 2 for 36, 3 for 42, 4 for 42, 5 for 60 and so on. Jason Luu stood
against the tide with a well played 44 supported by Ravi Alluri 19. The Blues final score 151.
The bowling honours for the Golds was shared between Chris Hanna 3 for 9 off 6 overs and Tony
Herro 2 for 7 off 4 overs. Ben Brndusic was ‘Man of the Match’

David Sidgreaves

The Blues and Golds

Jim Matthews presents the Trophy

PHARMACY CRICKET
CAMDEN PHARMACY CRICKET CARNIVAL
26th, 27th & 28th January 2006
Australia Day was Queensland's day at Camden with a win over Victoria.
Brilliant, three days of cricket and a great Saturday night dinner
Such enthusiasm was generated that Queensland want to stage the
carnival in 2007
Each State a winner by winning one match each.
The theoretic & unofficial winner of the Carnival was
Queensland as determined by Scorer Extraordinaire Erica
Sainsbury providing the formula.
Victoria & Queensland arrived at Mascot on time minus one who
missed the flight and not to be left out and miss the match, took
a taxi from Mascot to Camden. His hip pocket is a little lighter as
a result. No doubt there is a very happy taxi driver. This player
maintained his previous record by again hitting a six.
First match was played on an all weather pitch due to the turf wicket
being wet caused by early rain and saw Queensland defeat Victoria
by dismissing the Southerners for 70 after posting 5 for 189
NSW 7 for 193 won a thriller by 3 runs vs Queensland 9 for 190

Pavillion & Flags
Camden Valley Estate Ground

Victoria 4 for 149 defeated NSW all out 148 with a convincing performance and retains the 'Shield'
Victorians day-off. Some went to Sydney & visited Darling harbour others went searching the southern highlands
and find amongst other things the vineyards
Queenslanders day-off. They visited Bowral, Bradman Oval & the Museum. Lunch at the 'Stumps' restaurant. Had
trouble getting Darren Spina to leave.
The final Saturday night was a great dinner with Brian Booth & Peter Philpott, they each receiving a Pharmacy
Cricket Tie and a NSW Pharmacy Cricket cap. The eight Pharmacy students who played in the games, three from
Queensland, three from NSW & two from Victoria were recognised and presented with a memento of the carnival.
A framed and signed photo of Ricky Ponting and a Book 'The Lords Of Cricket' were the raffle prizes. A framed
and signed photo of Brett Lee brought a rather outstanding bid and is now in Queensland. Even auctioneer Greg
Hodgson was surprised and no doubt delighted with the final bid.
Player of the carnival was Jason Roberts from Queensland
Player of the match QLD vs Vict was Chris Zischke QLD Student
NSW vs Qld was NSW Captain David Sidgreaves.
NSW v Vic was Jeff Facey Victoria. A second time as 'Man of This Match'

DESCRIPTION OF EACH MATCH
QUEENSLAND VS VICTORIA
Camden - Thursday 26th January 2006
Having to move to an all weather pitch, as the turf wicket in the
Camden Park Estate was too wet, Darren Spina Queensland captain
on winning the toss, decided to bat, and turned Australia Day into
Queensland's Day. At 2 for 16 the Victorian bowling attack was on
target. Enter Darren Spina who with Jason Roberts held the
Victorian bowlers at bay. Spina being out for 30 and Roberts for 39.
The Queensland score moved 4 for 129. Pharmacy students Peter
Jones (retired on 52) and Chris Zischke (43 not out) continued the
good work and the Queensland innings closed at 5 for 189.

The Queensland Team

Victoria had a disastrous start and after 7 overs were 4 for 9.
Chris Zischke taking the first two wickets for 6 runs. Dean
Pollock 2 for 4 and Peter Jones 4 for 19 being the other
destroyers. Victoria all out for 70. Paul Wickham top scored
with 19 including his usual 6.
Queensland the winners of this 'First Time' match and the
holders of 'The Pharmacy Cricket Cup' Chris Zischke was
'Man of the Match'

The Queensland Openers

The Scorers & Helpers

NSW VS VICTORIA
Camden Valley Estate ground - Saturday 28th January 2006
The day broke with clear skies and the pitch was dry and firm.
NSW won the toss and went in to bat. At 1 for 1 things were
not good. James Douglas (28) and Tim Sigreaves (25) played
steadily and after 30 overs NSW were 5 for 83. Ben Glascott
determined not to repeat his last batting effort played a very
steady innings and remained with 43 not out. The Victorian
bowlers were able to clean up the remaining NSW batsmen
and NSW were all out for a modest 148.
Victorian bowling honours went to captain Steve White 3 for 12 off
8 overs including 3 maidens and Geoff Crisp 3 for 23 off 9 overs.

Victorian openers Manny Chessari (25) and Bernie Borg (30)
displaying excellent batting and with strong and determined
stoke play took the score to 42 before Borg was caught by
Peter Mikhail off Steve Kobryn. Jeff Facey at number 3 played
a great innings with a 6 and seven 4's being out for 47. Brad
Watmuff (16) with Divesh Sanghvi 18 not out and Paul
Wickham 5 not out in the 45th over took the score to 4 for 149.
A comfortable win to Victoria by 6 wickets, and they retained
the 'Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield'
'Man on the March' Jeff Facey

Lunch was taken.

NSW Team

VIC Team, Brian Booth, the Trophy and the Flag

PHARMACY CRICKET
NSW VS QUEENSLAND
Camden Estate Ground
Friday 27th January 2006
The pitch having dried and the ground looking rather splendid Darren Spina Queensland captain offered first use of
the wicket to NSW.
The day was overcast, very humid and hot.
Simon Bell and Michael Redpath opened the NSW innings. Michael having travelled from Newcastle by car that
morning and facing his first ball in the second over of the day was bowled by Dean Pollock for a 'Golden Duck'. His
response on returning to the pavilion was 'Well that's' cricket'. Yes we know the feeling only too well Michael.
Simon Bell survived 35 balls and was out for 2. NSW 2 for 13. Tim Sidgreaves and Steve Kobryn took the score
along with Tim out for 20 and Steve for 18. Ben Brndusic set his innings alight with a splendid 6 over long on with
his second scoring stroke, but later in attempting a second run was run out for 11 by a direct hit to the stumps from
a splendid return from Bill Davy. Ben Glascott joined Redpath and had 'Duck' for dinner. Andy Dent added 11 to
the score before being bowled by Jason Roberts. NSW at 7 for 76 were in deep trouble. Anthony BouAntoun (49
not out and a 6) and David Sidgreaves (51 retired) came to the rescue with a splendid partnership and NSW
completed their 50 overs with 7 for 193.
The Queensland bowling honours were shared by Dean Pollock 2 for 35 off 9 overs, Jason Roberts 2 for 38 off 10
overs and Peter Jones 2 for 43 off 10 overs.
Lunch was taken.
Queensland openers Peter Hickey (27) and Mark Kleimeyer (10) gave their team a good start with a solid opening
partnership supported by Tim Fitzpatrick (18) taking the score to 3 for 63. Darren Spina was well stumped by Ben
Glascott off Steve Kobryn for 26. Jason Roberts coming in at number 5 played a sterling innings retiring on 54 off
63 balls. Queensland at 6 for 160 seemed in reach of winning the match. However with two run outs and Anthony
BouAntoun taking two wickets in his 9th over the result was in the balance. Dean Pollock did his best with a hit for
6 in his 20 not out, however Peter Mikhail with tight bowing in the 50th over prevented the boys from Queensland
scoring the runs required to win. Queensland 9 for 190.
Victory to NSW by 3 runs and holders of 'The Guild Travel Shield'
'Man of the Match' was NSW Captain David Sidgreaves.

NSW & Queensland
with the trophy

NSW vs Victoria
Match in Progress

NSW & Queensland after the
match with the flag

PHARMACY CRICKET
CAMDEN VALLEY INN
DINNER SATURDAY NIGHT 28TH JANUARY 2006
The 80 guests enjoyed pre dinner drinks and canapes in the delightful
and relaxing garden setting of the historic Camden Valley Inn. Moving
to dinner the evening commenced with opening remarks from Pharmacy
Cricket President and cricket tragic Greg Hodgson. He welcomed all and
extended a warm welcome to the Victorian and Queensland teams and
the accompanying ladies and added congratulations to the winning
teams and their captains. He noted the presence of the Guild State
Presidents from NSW and Victoria in addition to past Guild National
President Jim Matthews. A letter of congratulations to all, noting the
work involved and the building of friendships was read from Guild
National President Kos Sclavos. Greg thanked his fellow committee
members, in particular Paul Mahoney for much of his work over the past
4 days, and included Peter O'Reilly and Graham Reed in his comments.

a strong thumbs down.

The 'Guests of Honour' Brian Booth and Peter Philpott were
welcomed and thanked for being part of the celebrations. The
sponsors present were identified and thanked for their support.
Greg made a strong point to all the pharmacists asking they note the
sponsors listed on the new static display and on the dinner
programme stating that without their support the cricket matches and
this dinner would not be possible.

Each responded and thanked and congratulated the other captains
and their team members for great matches played in a keen and
friendly spirit.

Graham Perl from Pfizer spoke congratulating all and pledged the
continued support of his company for pharmacy Cricket.
Peter O'Reilly, St George Cricket Club member introduced dual
international and Australian Test cricketer and St George Cricket
Club Patron Brian Booth. Brian spoke of his experiences over his
international cricket career in a quite and delightful manner. Typical
of this gentle and most generous self- effacing man.
Following dessert pharmacist and umpire for the NSW -Victoria
match Graham Reed introduced Peter Philpott. Graham outlined
Peter's amazing cricket career, both as a player and coach.
Peter in his address spoke of his long association with Brian Booth
and with his recovery from the stroke he suffered before Christmas.
He delighted all with his down to earth and great stories of cricket
past and commented on the present game giving the new 20- 20 game

Graham Perl, Catherine Bourgeois & Peter
O’Reilly

Greg Hodgson on thanking both speakers presented them with a
'Pharmacy Cricket Tie' and a NSW Pharmacy Cricket team cap.
Noting they both come from NSW and that the tie should be worn
'often' and 'with pride'.
Brian and Peter presented the 'Man of the Match' awards to Chris
Zischke QLD, David Sidgreaves NSW & Jeff Facey Vic.
The trophies were presented to the winning captains Darren Spina QLD
'The Pharmacy Cricket Cup', David Sidgreaves 'The Guild Travel Shield'
and Steve White 'The Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield'.

The 'Player of the Carnival' award went to Jason Roberts QLD and
was accepted in his absence (Jason having to return on Friday evening
to Brisbane to play for his club on Saturday) by Queensland pharmacy
student Bojan Pijetlovic. Thereafter Bojan was referred to by Greg as
'Mr Bojangles' as he had trouble in pronouncing his last name.
The raffle first prize, a framed signed photo of Ricky Ponting, was
won by Ben Glascott and the second a book 'The Lords of Cricket'
by Peter Mikhail. A signed and framed photo of Brett Lee was
auctioned and sold for a rather outstanding price. Well done
Queensland and auctioneer Greg H.
Before the evening closed Peter O'Reilly spoke and thanked Greg
Hodgson for his planning of the carnival and for his effort in making
the event such a success.
A great carnival of cricket with good fellowship and not inconsiderable
ribbing by each state of their interstate cricket opponents.
Queensland stated they will stage the event in their state next year, especially
as they were the unofficial and theoretical winners of the Carnival.

The Presentations

PHARMACY CRICKET
NEWCASTLE COMES TO SYDNEY
The main ground of Shore school at Northbridge was the
venue for this ‘first time’ match between the pharmacy teams
of Sydney and Newcastle on Sunday 26th March 2006.
Michael Redpath Newcastle captain and his team of merry
men arrived early ready to do battle against the lads from
Sydney led by Steve Thompson. The wicket having been
covered overnight was dry and looked a little green, so on
winning the toss Michael decided to bowl.
The day started with the presentation of the caps to the players
by the Mayor of the City of Willoughby Pat Reilly.

for 28 off 6 overs. Alluri’s last over was a two wicket maiden.
Andrew Douglas took 3 for 27 off his 7 overs.
It was a great day of cricket at a magnificent ground in clear
skies with lots of good fellowship. Newcastle are asking when is
the next match? Looks like it will have to be next season fellows.
Sydney captain Steve Thomson was ‘Man of the Match’ and Greg
Hodgson presented Newcastle Captain, Michael Redpath, with a
suitable inscribed mini cricket bat to celebrate his recent century,
also a quacking toy duck to remind him of a recent event!

Sydney openers Peter Mikhail and Ravi Alluri were soon parted
when Alluri was bowled by David McClelland for 4. Sydney 1
for 17. Wickets continued to fall and Sydney after 20 overs were
5 for 67. Sydney Captain Steve Thompson stabilised the
innings, playing a truly Captain’s innings for his 70 runs, , and
with Anthony BouAntoun (57 not out & two 6’s) put on a solid
partnership. Sydney finally dismissed for 209. Scott Elsegood
was the best of the Newcastle bowlers taking 3 for 30 off 7 overs.
Newcastle openers David Boettiger and Scott Elsegood looked
solid, however in the 4th over Elsegood was dismissed caught
Lachlan Rose bowled Andrew Douglas for 4. Newcastle 1 for
11. Michael Redpath starting with a 4 looked likely he emulate
his recent century for his district club, fate determined
otherwise, as pharmacy student Chris Hanna had him LBW for
7. The Sydney bowlers continued to claim wickets. Stephen
Boyle in attempted to hit a 6 broke his bat in half, a 4 was the
result, bad luck Stephen a good try. Top scorer for Newcastle
David McLelland, put together a solid innings with five 4’s in his
34, before Andy Dent claimed his wicket. Newcastle out for 98.
Sydney Pharmacy student Andrew Tu, playing his first match
with Pharmacy Cricket, took two good catches and helped
Ravi Alluri produce the best bowling figures for Sydney of 4

The Mayor of the City of Willoughby, Pat Reilly, presenting the caps to the
Newcastle team

Newcastle player, Stephen Boyle, with his broken bat after attempting to hit a six

Sydney team with the trophy after the match

PHARMACY CRICKET
CITY VS COUNTRY
WAGGA WAGGA NOVEMBER 2005
CITY WINS BY 2 RUNS IN THE LAST OVER OF THE INNINGS
In the best tradition of ‘Pharmacy Cricket’ after an outstanding dinner the previous night, the city team pulled off an incredible
win at Robertson Oval Wagga Wagga against the County boys.
Chasing 137 the City team were 3 for 22 in the 14th over. After a slight recovery lead by Steve Kobryn with 27 runs, City were
6 for 65. Anthony BouAntoun took up the challenge and with three partners took the score to almost the Country total before
being bowled for 51. It was left to Philip Doueihi 10 not out and Alan Malouf to score the winning runs.
The County bowling was lead by Trent Seaman 2 for 33 off 10 overs, supported by Paul Wickham 2 for 11 off 10 overs, Glenn
Harper 2 for 13 off 10 overs & Ben Brndusic 2 for 33 off 8 overs.
Anthoy BouAntoun was named ‘Man of The Match’. Trent Seaman received the ‘Best Bowling Award’ & Steve Kobryn the
‘Best Batting Award’.
The Saturday night dinner was at Roseleigh Manor was a combined event with the Guild. Kellie Stevenson 3rd Year pharmacy
Student from Charles Sturt University was presented with her Pharmacy Cricket scholarship cheque. Si Banks Guild State
Branch President presented the caps and hats to the members of both teams. Good fellowship and excellent food was enjoyed
by all present in this delightful rural setting.

The Pharmacy Cricket Flag flies high over the pavilion

David Sidgreaves wishes Ben Brndusic
good luck after losing the toss.

Ben hands over the trophy
to David

Si Banks joins the Country Team

Si Banks presents David Sidgeaves with his cap.

The
Pharmacy
Cricket
display
cabinet

With the
trophies and
memorabilia
At the
Pharmacy Guild
Building St
Leonards

The Pharmacy Cricket Stand at the Pharmacy Expo Darling Harbour June 2006

The Trophies
Top pic - L to R: The Sidgreaves Shield, The Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield
1908 - 2006, The Wilkinson Cup, The permanent 'Man of The Match' trophy NSW v Victoria
Front Row: The Ball used in first NSW vs Victoria match Bradman Oval 2002, & a 'Man of
the Match' trophy.
Bottom Row: The Pharmacy Cricket Cup, the Guild Travel Shield and the Hodgson Cup.

RESULTS - MATCHES PLAYED IN THE 2005 - 2006 SEASON
TEAMS

DATE

VENUE

TROPHY

RESULT

PLAYER OF
THE MATCH

The Blues
vs The
Golds

9 Oct
2005

St Paul's
Oval

The
Wilkinson
Cup

Golds 6 for 222 (Ben Brndusic 50 retired.
Jason Luu 2 for 6)
Blues 9 for 151 (Jason Luu 44. Christian
Hanna 3 for 9, Tony Herro 2 for 7)

Ben Brndusic

Wagga
Wagga

City 139 (Anthony BouAntoun 51. Trent
The
Seaman 3 for 23, Paul Wickham 2 for 11, Glen
Anthony
Sidgreaves Harper 2 for 13)
BouAntoun
Shield
Country 137 (Ben Brndusic 24. Peter Mikhail 3
for 20, Steve Thompson 2 for 22)

City vs
Country

6 Nov
2005

Insterstate Cricket Carnival (Player of the Carnival: Jason Roberts from Queensland)
Queensland 26 Jan
vs Victoria 2006

NSW vs
27 Jan
Queensland 2006

Camden

Pharmacy
Cricket
Cup

Queensland 5 for 189 (Peter Jones 52 retired,
Chris Zischke 43)
Victoria 70 (Paul Wickham 19. Chris Zischke 3
for 9, Peter Jones 4 for 19)

Camden

Guild
Travel
Shield

NSW 7 for 193 (Anthony BouAntoun 49 not
out, David Sidgreaves 51 retired. Dean Pollock
2 for 35, Jason Roberts 2 for 38)
David Sidgeaves
Queensland 9 for 190 (Jason Roberts 54 not
out. Steve Kobryn 2 for 37)
NSW 148 (Ben Glascott 43 not out, James
Douglas 28. Steve White 3 for 22, Jeff
Jeff Facey
Gallagher 3 for 24, Geoff Crisp 3 for 23)
Victoria 4 for 149 (Jeff Facey 47, Bernie Borg 30.
Steve Kobryn 1 for 16, Tim Sidgreaves 1 for 27)

Chris Zischke

NSW vs
Victoria

28 Jan
2006

Camden

Chemists
Interstate
Challenge
Cricket
Shield 1908

Sydney vs
Newcastle

26 Mar
2006

Shore
Ground
N/Bridge

Sydney 209 (Steve Thompson 70, Anthony
The Cricket BouAntoun 57 not out. Scott Elsegood 3 for 30)
Steve Thomson
Cup
Newcastle 98 (David McLelland 34. Ravi Alluri
4 for 28, Andrew Douglas 3 for 27)

PHARMACY CRICKET SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS 2004 - 2005

Christine Donaldson being presented with her cheque by past &
present Guild National Presidents, John Bronger & Kos Sclavos

Kellie Stevenson being presented with her cheque by
Greg Hodgson President Pharmacy Cricket

Both
recipients
are
pharmacy
students.
Christine Donaldson 4th
Year,
University
of
Queensland & Kellie
Stevenson
3rd Year
Charles Sturt University
Wagga Wagga. Both
applicants
provided
outstanding
responses
especially their comments
regarding the future of
community pharmacy, and
their role as pharmacists of
the future. Neither play
cricket however!

The
PHARMACY
CRICKET
TIE
To be worn often
and

‘With Pride’

The Pharmacy Cricket Caps
Top Row L to R; City, Newcastle & Sydney
Front roe L to R; Queensland, New South Wales & Victoria

PHARMACY CRICKET Inc.

SPONSORS
2005-2006 Season

Platinum &
Major Sponsor
CONSUMER HEALTHCARE

Gold Sponsor
Silver Sponsors

The Pharmacy Guild of Australia
National Secretariat

The Pharmacy Guild of Australia
NSW Branch

Bronze Sponsors

Player of the Match Awards
sponsored by Gold Cross

Donation

Pharmacy Cricket
2006 – 2007 Season
Sunday 8th October 2006 ‘The Blues vs The Golds’
St Paul’s Oval University of Sydney
Trophy ‘The Wilkinson Cup’
Sunday 4th November 2006 Sydney vs Newcastle
Shore School Oval Northbridge
Trophy ‘The Pharmacy Cup’
Sunday 26th November 2006 City vs Country
St Paul’s Oval
Trophy The Sidgreaves Shield

The Cricket Carnival
Four States Competition
25th, 26th & 27th January 2007
Queensland
NSW, Victoria, Queensland & Tasmania
Trophies
The Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield
The Pharmacy Cricket Cup, the Guild Travel Shield
& The Hodgson Cup
Sunday 25th February 2007 The Gala Match
Pharmacy vs Industry
St Paul Oval University of Sydney
Trophy TBA

